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e HIP (Historically Informed Performance) movement 
could seem to be arrived at a death point, having lost part of 
its initial impetus and will for research. 

Many performers and performances are today sold to the 
audiences as “historically informed”, but instead propose a
standardized musical product based on performative 
traditions often lacking a solid link with the history to which 
they ostensibly refer.

Moreover, this state of things seems to mirror itself in some 
growing performative fashions: crossovers, “reconstructions” 
of lost scores, re-orchestrations and folklorization of the 
repertoire, etc.

Many issues seem to require a new critical attitude. Taking the 
opportunity given by the events organized for the #farinellipaths 
project in 2019, the Conference Board has chosen to discuss 
with colleagues performative practice issues for the Italian 
repertoire (vocal and instrumental) written during the life of 
the celebrated castrato singer (1705-1782).

Among them, the conference will focus on:

a) Issues connected to myths and misinformation about 
singing at the age Farinelli, and our relationship with the 
informations given by music and documentary sources about 
18th-century Italian vocality;

b) Basso continuo and its implications in Farinelli’s age 
repertoire.

A workshop about the actual recording market related to 
early music, a seminary on basso continuo issues, a guided 
tour to some of the most famous the sacred music locations of 
18th-century Naples complete the programme. Frezzato & Di Mattia

Harpsiohords



Programme
***

Friday 13 September 2019

13.00 Welcome speech and guided tour to the highlights of the Duca di Martina / Villa Floridiana collection 
with the museum director, Dr. LUISA AMBROSIO.

*

Session I: Voice and voicing

14.00  EMMANUELLE BLASUTTA  (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes)
 The standardisation of the embellishments in Italian vocal music in France, through the printing of the 
 «Solfèges d’Italie», in the late 18th century

14.30  LIVIO MARCALETTI (Universität Wien)
 Vocal glissando, or the Stone Guest of Baroque singing

15.00  VALENTINA ANZANI (Università degli Studi di Bologna)
 Antonio Bernacchi, castrato: The alterable legend of a voice

16.00  STEFANO ARESI (Stile Galante Amsterdam)
 From Farinelli to countertenors: The misunderstanding of the “castrato role” in performance practice

16.30  EMILIA PELLICCIA (Universität Wien)
 The Bass Domenico Antonio Manna: A forgotten voice of the age of Farinelli
 

*

Session II: Music locations in Naples

17.30 - 22.00 Private tour organized by I figlioli di Santa Maria del Loreto. e visit insludes some of the  
  most famous music location for sacred music of 18-th century Naples, such as Santa Caterina a
  Formello, the Carmine Maggiore and the survived Conservatori. A dinner break is planned  
  between the visits.



Saturday 14 September 2019

Session III: Seminar on continuo

10.30  THERESE DE GOEDE (Conservatorium van Amsterdam)
 From Bianciardi to Gasparini: A seminar on Italian continuo playing according to the treatises

12.30 Lunch break

*

Session IV: Continuo and accompaniment

14.00 PAOLOGIOVANNI MAIONE (Conservatorio San Pietro a Majella) 
 «... Que tomar dicho nuevo instrumento inutil»: Strategie strumentali nella Napoli del primo Settecento

14.30  TALYA BERGER (Stanford University) 
 Perspective of continuo accompaniment in Benedetto Marcello’s large-scale cantata Cassandra

15.00  ANDREA FRIGGI (Conservatorium van Amsterdam) 
 The “Baroque hemiola”: Anathomy of a fairy tale

*

Session V: Workshop on recordings

16.30 - 18.30 Un autentico mercato: Musica antica e produzione discografica
  Workshop with ANGELA ROMAGNOLI and STEFANO ARESI

*

20.00  Official dinner, offered by I figlioli di Santa Maria del Loreto.




